MD Success Story
Version Control and Software
Change Management at GEODIS

“ESBD found us a product that
meets our needs ...”
Jorge Antao, RSI Geodis Euromatic

Criteria for selecting MDCMS
Our needs are relatively standard; we were looking for
a simple but powerful and easy-to-implement solution.
After reviewing the solutions available on the market,
MDCMS from Midrange Dynamics quickly impressed us.
First, it took only three days for the consultant from
ESBD (an MDCMS distributor) to achieve a convincing
Proof of Concept and configure the solution to correspond to our environments and needs. The learning
phase was then fast and very intuitive.
Moreover, MDCMS emerged as the solution with the
best quality/price ratio on the market and a flexible
sales model that adapts to our financial objectives.

Geodis Global Solutions is a division of the multimodal
logistics company Geodis Group, which has a presence
in 120 countries and more than 30,000 employees.
Together, our business divisions strive to meet the objectives and expectations of customers across multiple
sectors. A responsible company, Geodis ensures compliance with environmental regulations and is committed to sustainable development.
At our Euromatic Compans site, we have a team of
three IBM i developers who use several tools for internal software development. It was time to consider implementation of change management software. Our
main need was to standardize and secure test phases
and moving software changes into production.
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Integration/Support
We were attracted by the simplicity of integrating
MDCMS with our information systems and the minimal
training required. In the rare cases where we needed
support, we were satisfied with response and availability of the technical team. Our relationship with the ESBD
consultants is professional and pleasant.
To summarize, MDCMS meets our needs perfectly. In
fact, we have extended our supplier relationship to a
partner relationship, agreeing to become the MDCMS
pilot site for other units within the Geodis Group.

Resources:
ESBD
sales@esbd.eu
www.esbd.eu

www.midrangedynamics.com
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